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校長 平川 貴之
The new year has started with Go to bed early by storytelling and

sharacteristic initiatives. Have breakfast with energetic condition.
The 3rd of Reiwa,our school is now in its 148th Children of Makurazaki elementary school

year. 50 new 1st graders are enrolled and we are very cheerful everyday. We appreciate that
have started the new term with 380 children and 1 parents/guardians are trying children to “go to
6 classes include 4 special support classes. And bed early, get up early and have breakfast” at
also teachers and staffs are 36 people. We will home．However，some children go to the
strive to further enhance our educational activities nurse's office sometimes. I ask them the
with characteristic initiatives as below; reasons. Some children had said “played the
1 Prefecture "environmental education" game even it's after 10pm thus couldn’t get up
research collaboration school in the morning… and didn’t have time for

We will strive the practice and the research of breakfast”.
the environmental education for 2years which We would like children to aim that go to bed
themes are “Marine Education” and “ SDGs”…･ at 9pm, get up at 6am and have breakfast.

The 4th year of Reiwa, we are having the study The chart by below is the survey result.
open to the public and we will do PR of Having breakfast is related on the scholastic
Makurazaki City at the same time. ability.
2 NIE practice designated school

NIE means Newspaper In Education.We will
work on the various way of learning which utilizes
Minaminihon Shinbun and etc.
3 Olympic paralympics promotion school
for the 3rd fiscal year of Reiwa.

We’ve been designated as promotion school
for the Olympic Paralympic movement business.
Therefore learn about Olympic and Paralympic. (in
Kagoshima, 26 schools got the designation)
４ The promotion school of "Sony

child science education program" .
We have received commendation as a

promotion school from Sony educational We guide children about the circadian
foundation.We will work to nurture the children rhythm, however, sleeping and having
who like the science. breakfast is difficult to guide at school.
５ "The project school of “Nurturing the Therefore we need parents/guardians’ support.
children who like the science. If children don't go to bed when you ask them

We have gotten the subsidized by Nakatani to do it at 9pm, please try to turn off the TV,
medical artisan measurement foundation. Therefore lights and etc. And also please try to do
we will work for the project of “Nurturing the storytelling… it’s just example. Changing the
children who like the science”. way of interaction might help to change the
6 The project school of "A KONKATU circadian rhythm of children. Doing the

exchange and A NANTAN exchange" storytelling will help to get good quality of
project school. sleeping and also spirit’s education.
We will have the alternating current with In the morning, the voice of greeting resounds

Wakkanai center elementary school which is in cheerfully. We guess it’s because children
Hokkaido and Sata elementary school which is in could get good sleep last night and had
Minami osumi in Kagoshima. breakfast this morning. Again, we appreciate
7 NANMEIKAN utilization pilot school. parents/guardians about it.

We will promote to utilize “Nanmeikan” and
enrich the activity of learning about cultural
things. 「YOMIKIKASE」
8 The community school of Makurazaki. (storytelling)

We have been designated it since last year. We
will strive it to be substantiality for this year.

Heart-Warming School 枕崎小学校だより 令和３年度 ４月号
まくらざ きしようが つ こ う れ い わ ね ん ど が つ ご う
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